The #1 selling new helmet in the snowmobile market is back and better than ever for 2014. Introducing the all new C2 Carbon
Fiber Helmet by 509. We took a hard look at our previous carbon helmet and decided to vastly improve upon this wildly
successful helmet. To do so, we decided to start from the ground up and completely re-engineer the C2 helmet, to provide a
lighter, safer, more comfortable, and more durable carbon fiber helmet.

*Because of the hand-made nature of these helmets, C2 helmets may fit a slight bit larger than specified.

Weight

Perfect Goggle Fit

All New Breath Box

We completely redesigned the C2 carbon
Most people fail to realize goggle Every C2 Carbon Fiber helmet comes with a
helmet and one of our most important goals performance is directly affected by the free cold weather breath box. New for 2014,
was to make the absolute lightest helmet on
fit of the goggles in your helmet.
is a completely redesigned breath box that
the market, without sacrificing safety. We Mixing a different brand goggle and has been re-contoured for better coverage
absolutely nailed it! The C2 carbon fiber
helmet will only result in decreased and a more comfortable fit. It's unique sleek

helmet is significantly lighter than our
previous model, coming in at an astonishing
2.6lbs!

goggle performance.

The 509 goggle and C2 helmet
combo was designed to fit and
function perfectly together. Both
products were specifically engineered
Strength
for optimal performance. Experience
Everybody knows carbon fiber is one of the
the difference of the 509 Perfect Fit,
strongest materials in existence. In fact its
and you'll see what all the hype is
up to 5x stronger than steel at 1/3 the
about!
weight! While our C2 carbon helmet comes
in at an industry leading 2.6lbs, we didn't
sacrifice on safety. We strive to design the
absolute safest helmets possible and all C2
carbon helmets are both DOT & ECE rated.
Ensuring you are as safe as possible in the
unfortunate event of an accident.

XS, SM, MD, MD, LG, XL, 2XL
1180 grams
Matte, Gloss, Burandt
Hand Shaped Carbon Fiber
Interlocking Dual Density EPS Foam
Premium Black
5 Ports
5 Vents
Locking/Tool-less
DOT, ECE 22/04, AS
1 Year
LIFETIME!

Sizes

shape allows the breath box to be worn
either on top of or underneath the goggles,
depending on your preference; an industry
first. Block cold wind & snow and eliminate
fogging with our premium breath box.

XS, SM, MD, MD, LG, XL, 2XL

1240 grams
Weight1
Styles
Gloss
Outer Shell
Hand Shaped Carbon Fiber
Inner Shell
Dual Density EPS Foam
Lining
Premium Black
Intake Ports
5 Ports
Ventilation Ports
5 Vents
Visor Mounting
Tool-less
2
DOT, ECE 22/04, AS
Safety Certifications
1 Year
Helmet Warranty3
Visor Warranty
LIFETIME!
1 Average weight of a size Small helmet. 2 Meets or exceeds shown certification requirements. 3 On all manufacturing defects.

